Thank you for purchasing FINELINE office storage from www.shelvingdirect.co.uk. Before you
attempt to build the unit please take a few moments to familiarise yourself with these step by step
instructions.
Fineline bays are designed to hold up to 80KG uniformly distributed load per shelf. Do not overload the
shelves, nor should you place uneven loads on the shelves as this may over time cause undue stress on the
unit. Never stand on the shelves.
Checking your components and tools: Before beginning please ensure you have ample room to work, and
that you have the ability to tighten the small nuts and bolts provided for the two - part back sheets. If you
have purchased a “Starter” (code RSFA -C)bay you will have received 2x (1850 x 350mm) uprights. If you have
purchased an “extension” (code RSFB-C) bay you will receive only 1 x (1850 x 350mm) upright.
Regardless of which type of bay you have chosen, you will receive a two part back sheet, six shelves
(providing five usable levels) and 24 “H” clip supports. Nuts and bolts to secure the back sheets are included,
and small parts may be attached to the underside of one of the shelves.
Assembly
Step 1: Position the two uprights (A) 1m apart.
Step 2: Using the nuts and bolts provided, affix
the two part back sheets (B, C) using the predrilled holes. The 14mm overlap on the back
sheets is intentional.
Step 3: Position 4 x “H” clips in the highest slots
two on each upright and position the top
shelf (D) which will become the “lid”
Step 4: Position 2 x “H” clips in the lowest slots
one on each upright at the front edge and
position the base plinth (E).
Step 5: In the next available slot above the base plinth
position the bottom shelf (F)which will form the
lowest shelving level, and leaves no gap between
shelf and plinth
Step 6: Using 4 x “H” clips, all spaced at the same level,
two per upright, add the four remaining shelves, (G)
spacing them as desired.
Step 7: OPTIONAL. If you are adding extension bays, repeat
the entire process using one upright (A) of the initial
bay as the first upright of the extension.
Step 8: OPTIONAL. If you have purchased clip over dividers
you may position them to meet your requirements.
Once you have checked all nuts and bolts are tight and the shelves are sitting correctly on their “H” clips, your
Fineline unit is now ready to use.

